
Drive Profits on the
Production Floor 

with Configured Manufacturing Capabilities 

Manufacturing within the United States is projected 
to continue to grow as demand increases. Over 
the past decade, manufacturing strategies, 
management practices, and investment priorities 
have shifted to reach this growing demand.1

Manufacturers will move away from a make-to-
stock model and shift towards a model that allows 
unique configurations of options on each order. 
Those who deal with advanced customizations 
and have taken the necessary steps to invest in 
their business are able to meet market demands 
and tackle the operational challenges that come 
with offering configurable products.

Within manufacturing businesses, it is common to 
see operational departments communicating with 
each other in both traditional and digital methods. 
Quickbooks, Excel, and other legacy programs 
cause manufacturers to operate in roundabout 
ways just to maintain accurate costing information 
and agility when making decisions on the floor.

If you haven’t explored other technological 
advancements to improve your future business 
performance, there is an opportunity to improve, 
measure, and respond quickly to changes within 
your industry and market.

At the start of 2020, the US and global manufacturing sectors were experiencing continued growth. 
Though recently the manufacturing sector has slowed, there will be an opportunity to regain that demand. 
As the structure of our global economy adapts to changes in rules, regulations, taxes, and supply chain 
adjustments, larger manufacturing companies will need to be ready and able to adapt to market changes 
because they have invested in doing so. 

Market Challenges

Growth Projections in Manufacturing  

Custom Manufacturing Challenges

1 Source: https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2016/11/16/iw_kronos_research_report_2016.pdf
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Experiencing little to no growth within your business might be an indicator that it is time to adjust operations. 
Market growth within saturated industries will depend on how well you understand your customers and 
how well you can adapt to the needs of the market.

How to Better Prepare to Market Needs

 Take time to better understand customers and 
market needs

 Consider developing product offerings to be 
more modular and configurable to meet market 
needs

 Set up the business for faster quotes and 
prototyping

 Invest in a system that can rapidly convert custom 
quotes into accurate production work orders

A powerful combination of flexibility, responsiveness, and 
business ingenuity is essential for managing market volatility. Shifting efforts towards digital projects and 
enhancements focused on improving time-reduction tactics during product development will only help 
you anticipate and quickly respond to changes.

For agricultural, industrial, and other equipment 
manufacturers, using complex legacy systems 
or physical orders during manufacturing could 
impede your ability to solve operational challenges. 
Some common operational challenges include 
meeting customization demands, finding efficient 
ways to maintain unique bills of material, and 
effectively communicating changes between sales, 
production, and purchasing departments.

If you cannot view on-hand inventory, lead times, 
accurate costing information, and work order 
progress within a single system, know that you 
are missing out on readily-available metrics. At 
minimum, you should be able to make adjustments 
to placed orders and be able to see where inventory 
is in real time to properly fulfill work orders.

Market Challenges cont.

Operational Challenges



If you are not investing in a system that supports your day-to-day operations, you may be 
experiencing:

Limited choices within your sales configurations, just to make product 
option selections streamlined and feasible

Limited inventory management capabilities, due to inaccurate BOMs

Limited ability for accurate forecasting of expected sales orders

Lack of visibility into potential work center constraints and scheduling

Inability to offer customizations profitability, since accurate P&L information 
can’t be determined until long after the order is built

Minimal, inconsistent, and slow communication between departments

Difficulty creating an accurate BOM from configuration to production

No real-time data or robust reporting causing difficulty managing BOMs to scale

Modern software systems can significantly improve operations and can be scaled to meet the needs of 
small to medium-sized businesses, as well as large corporations. Empower your staff to work with tools 
that streamline processes and provide greater visibility into operations so they can deliver on actionable 
metrics. This allows manufacturers to become less reactive and more proactive with their business 
strategies and operations.5

Difficulty communicating with vendors to expedite purchase orders

5 Source: https://info.microsoft.com/rs/157-GQE-382/images/EN-US-CNTNT-Report-2019-Manufacturing-Trends.pdf



Executing designs quickly to bring 
prototypes to market speedily 
and efficiently won’t become a 
challenge if flexible technology is 
in place to meet custom demands. 
Businesses seek to promise their 
clients configurations based 
on a set dynamic structure to 
handle complex pricing rules 
with the capability to build on the 
production side. 

Technology as a Priority

With a  software platform designed for producing configurable orders, companies 
can quote and build unique orders rapidly you can build customizations as your 
business grows and changes.

Instead of compiling product data sheets based 
on specific configurations to provide an RFP, 
technology can enable sales to give the customer 
exactly what they need, while considering inventory 
on hand to avoid production shortages.

Leveraging customizable technology doesn’t just 
benefit one aspect of your business, it has the 
power to impact and improve every department. 
Figuring out profitable ways to stay competitive in 
the market may lead your C-Suite team to have 
conversations about innovating and implementing 
new custom-developed systems. Investing in new 
technology allows you to gain visibility into critical 
metrics so you are not spending time looking for 
and creating reports.

Expanding and growing your business should be 
an exciting time, not one that constantly reminds 
you of the limitations of your business system.

Leverage technology to figure out how to stay 
profitable meeting manufacturing expectations and 
deadlines. Leveraging customizable technological 
solutions will support and respond to rapid changes 
in work orders and complex bills-of-material.

When a business prioritizes their technology, they 
will see improvements in reducing cycle time, 
continuous quality improvements, agility, flexibility, 
and improved efficiency. 



When deciding what technology best suits your business, explore solutions that provide well-established 
features for many common business challenges right out-of-the box, while also providing the potential for 
customization and integration as your needs change. Out of the box solutions were built to address many 
of the common business challenges experienced during the production process.

Modern ERPs have the built-in framework that allow 
for businesses, like Solution Source, to customize 
and extend the NetSuite platform to meet the 
unique needs of their clients.  Solution Source 
has developed a system called ConfigurAll, built 
entirely within the NetSuite platform, that allows 
manufacturers to quote and produce configurable 
orders quickly and effectively.  For example, if you 
are a business who manufactures custom products, 
then you will need to track your custom sales 
configurations and respond quickly to surprises 

on the production floor. Working with Solution 
Source, your team will be trained to use NetSuite 
and ConfigurAll when placing and tracking orders 
to streamline operations, allowing the ERP system 
takes the manual paperwork and guesswork out 
the ordering process.

NetSuite and ConfigurAll can provide the insights 
needed to make more profitable decisions using 
powerful and value forecasting tools. 

Built-in Functionality with Custom Capabilities

NetSuite is a cloud business management solution that provides not only the key 
foundational architecture for you to immediately implement within your business, 
but also includes the ability to configure elements to build a solution unique to your 
business model.



NetSuite + ConfigurAll helps custom manufacturers:

If your business wants to be able to access work orders in real-time, view current inventory levels and 
utilization, and enter complex custom orders based on multiple configurable options, NetSuite combined 
with a configuration solution like ConfigurAll from Solution Source could be a great fit for your business. 

Maintain full traceability of all products and lots 
throughout the manufacturing process

Track the real cost of goods and provide
real-time dashboards to track production results 

Schedule work orders by locations 

Calculate taxes accurately to be compliant 
across different states

Improve support and services productivity 
creating custom orders

Real-time alerts to any issues/problems on the 
manufacturing floor

Complete visibility on every work order, errors, 
communication, stage of development

Manufacturing a Marine Dashboard 
Helm Stand/Control Panel 

Manufacturing a Grain Elevator

ConfigurAll: Pop-up Sales Order Pop-up

Sales Order LineSales Order Line

ConfigurAll: Pop-up Results

Let’s Get Started
The best way to learn more about how a NetSuite implementation by Solution Source can empower your 
business is to schedule a free demo with our team. Just fill out our contact form, and we’ll be in touch 
soon to learn more about your business’ specific needs.

SEE IF WE COULD BE A GOOD FIT

https://304495.extforms.netsuite.com/app/site/crm/externalleadpage.nl/compid.304495/.f?formid=31&h=AACffht_h8llxquNxPRi_O75qpbMSypiuzA%3D&custentityleadrequest=General%20Inquiry&custentityleadtype=&redirect_count=1&did_javascript_redirect=T

